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short and sweet definition meaning merriam webster Mar 31 2024
the meaning of short and sweet is pleasantly brief not long in duration or extent how to use short and sweet in a sentence

short and sweet definition meaning dictionary com Feb 28 2024
short and sweet definition pleasantly brief and relevant see examples of short and sweet used in a sentence

short and sweet definition cambridge english dictionary Jan 29 2024
short and sweet definition cambridge english dictionary meaning of short and sweet in english short and sweet idiom informal
add to word list surprisingly short in a way that is pleasing this morning s meeting was short and sweet thesaurus synonyms
antonyms and examples continuing for less time than usual

short and sweet idioms by the free dictionary Dec 28 2023
satisfyingly brief richard taverner quoted this term as an english proverb back in 1539 and it has been repeated ever since
occasionally with some additions better short and sweet than long and lax james kelly scottish proverbs 1721 short and sweet
like an ass s gallop f k purdon the folk of furry farm 1914

short and sweet definition meaning synonyms Nov 26 2023
short primarily temporal sense indicating or being or seeming to be limited in duration cite this entry style mla short and sweet
vocabulary com dictionary vocabulary com vocabulary com dictionary short and sweet accessed 16 apr 2024 copy citation
examples from books and articles loading examples word family

short and sweet 10 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english Oct 26 2023
brief we had a brief chat this morning momentary it was just a momentary lapse in judgment i won t do it again fleeting we had
a fleeting glimpse of the sea as we drove down the motorway short lived the tabloids reported on the celeb s short lived
marriage transient formal the book explores the transient nature of fame transitory

short and sweet definition and meaning collins english Sep 24 2023
agreeably or expeditiously brief see full dictionary entry for short webster s new world college dictionary 4th edition copyright
2010 by houghton mifflin harcourt all rights reserved short and sweet in american english a pleasantly brief b pertinent we re in
a hurry so make it short and sweet see full dictionary entry for short

sweet english meaning cambridge dictionary Aug 24 2023
a1 especially of food or drink having a taste similar to that of sugar not bitter or salty the pineapple was sweet and juicy i prefer
salty snacks to sweet ones more examplesfewer examples the dessert was a bit too sweet for my liking we stayed at a sweet
little cottage in the countryside

53 easy dessert recipes you can whip up at a moment s notice Jul 23 2023
april 2 2024 photograph by isa zapata food styling ing by pearl jones we love making a weekend project out of an elaborate cake
or pasty but having a few easy dessert recipes ready to fire is

sweets and treats hundreds of easy delicious dessert ideas Jun 21 2023
frosting recipes ice cream ice cream cakes no bake desserts other sweets pie trifle recipes not sure which dessert to try first
start with one of these reader favorites it s no surprise that dessert is my favorite meal of the day i m constantly trying out new
dessert recipes and perfecting old favorites

best sweet and sour sauce the daring gourmet May 21 2023
sweet and sour sauce is a popular condiment made just as its name suggests by combining sweet and sour flavor components a
sugar and a vinegar with a thickener to make a sauce that is used for dipping drizzling and incorporated into dishes

sweet definition in american english collins english dictionary Apr 19 2023
1 a having a taste of or like that of sugar b containing sugar in some form sweet wines 2 a having a generally agreeable taste
smell sound appearance etc pleasant

simple and sweet dessert recipes the salted sweets Mar 19 2023
welcome to the salted sweets i am a self taught baker dessert lover and mom of three my hope is to share my love language of
sweet and simple baked goods with you more about me these are what you are all loving the most right now and we re sure glad
you do browse more popular recipes



short and sweet in a sentence examples 21 ways to use short Feb 15 2023
essentially this expression conveys the idea of something brief yet pleasant or satisfying when something is described as short
and sweet it usually implies that it is succinct to the point and doesn t drag on unnecessarily

sweet definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Jan 17 2023
adjective with sweetening added synonyms sugared sweet flavored sweetened sugary containing sugar adjective used of wines
having a high residual sugar content synonyms sugary containing sugar see more noun the property of tasting as if it contains
sugar synonyms sweetness

this is the best way to cook sweet potatoes simply recipes Dec 16 2022
i don t use aluminum foil because i find that the contact between the sweet potato and the sheet pan creates a perfectly
caramelized crispy exterior and an interior that s a little fluffy and creamy i roast the potatoes in a 425 f oven for about 30
minutes depending on their size to test doneness i ll give them a little squish or

sweet definition meaning dictionary com Nov 14 2022
adjective sweet er sweet est having the taste or flavor characteristic of sugar honey etc synonyms sugary producing the one of
the four basic taste sensations that is not bitter sour or salt not rancid or stale fresh this milk is still sweet not salt or salted
sweet butter

sweet and sour sauce allrecipes Oct 14 2022
recipes side dish sauces and condiments sweet and sour sauce 4 5 978 787 reviews 58 photos traditional sweet and sour sauce
that tastes incredible it is great served with meatballs tempura or even over rice submitted by nag ca updated on january 19
2024 58 prep time 5 mins cook time 10 mins total time 15 mins servings 16

sweet synonyms 403 similar and opposite words merriam Sep 12 2022
synonyms for sweet loved beloved cherished precious favorite darling special dear antonyms of sweet disliked despised hated
detested ignored abhorred forgotten loathed

and sweet nyt crossword mini Aug 12 2022
1 answer for and sweet clue of nyt mini crossword is displayed here the most recent answer we have solved is short whenever a
new answer is found it is quickly added
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